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NOTE:
This is a generic product manual that shows
how to use the tools. The dart set you
purchased might not contain all the
dart accessories mentioned.



STEEL TIP DART

dart barrel

rubber O-ring
（Only aluminum shafts need it）

dart shaft dart flight

SOFT TIP DART

rubber O-ring
（Only aluminum shafts need it） dart flightsoft dart tip

dart barrel dart shaft

1. Open the PET dart flight, make it shaped like a "cross".
2. Align the cross at the bottom of the flight with the cross groove at the top of the dart shaft, carefully
    and slowly insert it. 
3. If the insertion is not successful, please use the dart tool to make the cross slot on the shaft open a 
    bit wider if neccessory (See instruction on the next page).
4. After that, try to insert the flight again follow the step 2.
5. If all flights are broken during the installation, please email us and our team will help you out. 

Please assemble the components of the dart in the order shown below.
Check all components are securely installed before use.

NOTE:
Rubber O-ring is pre-installed on aluminum shaft to tighten the dart, PC shaft doesn't need it.

HOW TO INSTALL FLIGHTS PROPERLY

HOW TO INSTALL A DART



sharpen the dart tip

Plastic dart flights protector

Tighten aluminum shafts

Can be used as a bottle opener
and tied to a key chain

Spread shafts for easy 
flight insertion

1. Open the PET dart flight, make it shaped like a "cross".
2. Align the cross at the bottom of the flight with the cross groove at the top of the dart shaft, carefully
    and slowly insert it. 
3. If the insertion is not successful, please use the dart tool to make the cross slot on the shaft open a 
    bit wider if neccessory (See instruction on the next page).
4. After that, try to insert the flight again follow the step 2.
5. If all flights are broken during the installation, please email us and our team will help you out. 



 Warning:
Children shall not use this product withou tadult supervision.

This is a dart component and shall be used solely for its intended purpose.

For more dart products
and accessories, please visit

www.cyeelife.com


